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Abstract 

This investigation deals with certain generalizations of the 

classical uniqueness theorem for the second boundary-initial value 

problem in the linearized dynamical theory of not necessarily 

homogeneous nor isotropic elastic solids. First, the regularity 

assumptions underlying the foregoing theorem are relaxed by admit

ting stress fields with suitably restricted finite jump discontinuities. 

Such singularities are familiar from known solutions to dynamical 

elasticity problems involving discontinuous surface tractions or 

non-matching boundary and initial conditions. The proof of the 

appropriate uniqueness theorem given here rests on a generalization 

of the usual energy identity to the class of singular elastodynamic 

fields under consideration. 

Following this extension of the conventional uniqueness 

theorem, we turn to a further relaxation of the customary smoothness 

hypotheses and allow the displacement field to be differentiable merely 

in a generalized sense, thereby admitting stress fields with square

integrable unbounded local singularities, such as those encountered 

in the presence of focusing of elastic waves. A statement of the 

traction problem applicable in these pathological circumstances 

necessitates the introduction of "weak solutions '' to the field equations 

that are accompanied by correspondingly weakened boundary and initial 

conditions. A uniqueness theorem pertaining to this weak formulation 
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is then proved through an adaptation of an argument used by 

0. Ladyzhenskaya in connection with the first boundary-initial value 

problem for a second-order hyperbolic equation in a single dependent 

variable. Moreover, the second uniqueness theorem thus obtained 

contains, as a special case, a slight modification of the previously 

established uniqueness theorem covering solutions that exhibit only 

finite stress -dis continuities. 
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Introduction. 

Rising interest in transient wave propagation during recent 

years has led to a host of new solutions to boundary-initial value 

problems in the linearized dynamical theory of elasticity. Many of 

these solut ions, as well as some of those obtained long ago, exhibit 

finite jump discontinuities or even local infinities in the stress field 

as a consequence of discontinuous data, non-matching boundary and 

initial conditions, or as a result of focusing effects. On the other 

hand, solutions displaying such pathologies are clearly beyond the 

scope of Neumann's [ 1 J classical uniqueness theorem, in which both 

the displacements and the stresses are assumed to be continuous 

functions of position and time. Indeed, the sense in which such singular 

elastodynamic fields 11 solve" the problems considered is in need of 

clarification. It is the purpose of this investigation to establish 

uniqueness theorems in lin~ar elastodynamics, applicable to not 

necessarily homogeneous nor isotropic materials, which encompass 

singular problems of the type just alluded to and thus, at the same 

time, supply an appropriate formulation for such problems. 

With regard to finite stress-discontinuities, we recall a 

well-known result from the dynamics of continuous media, which may 

roughly be stated as follows 
1

: if the stress field associated with the 

motion of a body undergoes a jump discontinuity across some 

(sufficiently smooth) propagating surface, while the displacement field 

1
see Truesdell and Toupin [21 (Section 205) or Gurtin [3 l (Section 73); 
the latter treatment is confined to infinitesimal deformations. 
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is continuous, then the principle of balance of linear momentum is 

equivalent to the stress equations of motion together with a familiar 

set of jump relations, provided the two fields are suitably regular 

away from the moving surface of discontinuity. Accordingly, any 

proper formulation of a boundary-initial value problem for linearized 

elastodynamics in the circumstances under consideration must include, 

directly or indirectly, the aforementioned jump conditions 
1 

In Section 2, having disposed of the necessary preliminaries 

and a review of the classical uniqueness theorem in Section 1, we deal 

with the uniqueness issue pertaining to the traction problem of elasto-

dynamics in the presence of finite stress-discontinuities. Our main 

objective here is a uniqueness theorem covering a formulation of the 

problem that includes the stress equations of motion accompanied by 

the jump conditions, in addition to appropriate regularity hypotheses 

on the displacements and stresses. The proof of the uniqueness 

theorem given in this section is based on an extension of the usual 

energy identity to the class of singular fields at hand. There is no 

difficulty in using this energy identity to arrive at a generalization of 

the uniqueness theorem established in Section 2 to the corresponding 

mixed problem, which contains the first and second problems as 

special cases. 

1rn this connection, it may be worth remarking that the appropriate 
stress-discontinuities at the wave fronts often appear to be inferred 
from the solution rather than explicitly assumed in the formulation 
of the problem. Nevertheless, careful scrutiny of the method used 
to deduce the solution ( e. g. , formal application of the Laplace 
transform) reveals that the relevant jump relations have in fact 
been tacitly assumed to hold. 
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In Section 3, we turn to a further relaxation of the customary 

smoothness hypotheses underlying the conventional uniqueness theorem. 

for the second boundary-initial value problem. and perm.it the displace-

m.ent field to possess merely generalized first derivatives in the 

sense of Sobolev [ 4 ], thereby admitting stress fields with isolated 

square-integrable infinities. A suitable statement of the traction 

problem. in this context is obtained through the introduction of " weak 

solutions " to the field equations, along with correspondingly weakened 

boundary and initial conditions. A uniqueness theorem. pertaining to 

such a weak formulation of the problem. is then proved through an 

adaptation of an argument used by Ladyzhenskaya [5 J in connection 

with the first boundary - initial value problem. for a single, second-

order hyperbolic equation. Finally, the resulting uniqueness theorem. 

is shown to yield, as a corollary, a modified version of the theorem. 

proved in Section 2. 

1 
It should be mentioned that Knops and Payne [6 J have 

previously established a uniqueness theorem. for a class of weak solu-

tions to the mixed problem. of linear elastodynamics in the absence 

of any assumption regarding the form - definiteness of the elasticity 

tensor. The principal concern in [6 J appears to be with weakening 

the hypotheses on the elasticity tensor in the classical theorem.
2 

rather than those on the regularity of the stresses and displacements. 

The definition of a wea_k solution adopted in [6 J contain·s, in addition to 

1see also the recent monograph by these authors [71. 

2
with respect to this issue, see the earlier paper by Brun [81. 
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generalizations of the field equations, boundary conditions and initial 

conditions, also an "energy conservation law" which has no place in 

a properly extended statement of the problem. In this regard, it is 

relevant to note that the omission of this conservation postulate from 

the definition of a weak solution given in [61 results in a formulation 

of the problem which remains equivalent to the classical formulation 

for elastodynamic fields having sufficient regularity. Moreover, if 

the elasticity tensor is assumed to be positive semi-definite and 

the extraneous question as to whether uniqueness persists in the 

absence of such a restriction is thereby set aside, uniqueness follows 

at once because of the inclusion of the conservation postulate among 

the hypotheses. 

Working within the framework of the linearized dynamical 

theory of thermoelasticity, Dafermos [9 J established the existence, 

uniqueness and asymptotic stability of "generalized solutions " to 

mixed boundary-initial value problems with homogeneous boundary 

conditions. The rather elaborate abstract function - analytic tools 

employed by Dafermos, although essential to his chief objective which 

concerns the existence and stability issues, are not necessary for the 

treatment of the uniqueness questions raised in the present paper. 

Nevertheless, the uniqueness argument used in [9] could be adapted 

to prove the uniqueness theorem presented in Section 3, albeit the 

proof given here appears to be more straightforward. Observe as 

well that our assumptions regarding the regularity of the underlying 

spatial domain are less restrictive than those introduced in [9]. 
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Finally, mention should be made of a paper by Friedrichs [IO] 

in which the existence and uniqueness of certain weak solutions to 

homogeneous boundary value problems for symmetric positive systems 

of first-order partial differential equations are established, Since the 

equations of linear elastodynamics can be cast into such a form and 

since Friedrichs' method can be modified to encompass boundary

initial value problems, a theorem analogous to the one obtained in 

Section 3 could alternatively be based on Friedrichs' work. 
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1. Notation and mathematical preliminaries. The classical uniqueness 
theorem for the traction problem in linear elastodynamics. 

Throughout this investigation, lower case letters when not 

underscored represent scalars, while lower case letters underscored 

with a tilde denote tensors of positive order. We employ the usual 

indicial notation in connection with the Cartesian components of tensors; 

namely, Latin subscripts have the range (1, 2, 3), summation over 

repeated indices being implied. In addition, we write £_· X for the fully 

contracted outer product e: .• y .. of two second-order tensors e:, X and 
lJ lJ ,.., 

define the norm I~ I of a tensor ~ of arbitrary order to be the square 

root of the fully contracted outer product of~ with itself. 

The symbol E is used for n-dimensional Euclidean space, 
n 

except that we write E in place of E
3

. Moreover, the statement 

(~, t)E E
4 

is understood to signify
1 (~, t)E Ex (-oo, oo). We mean by a 

domain in En an open connected subset of En and by a region a domain 

together with all, some or none of its boundary points. If D is a subset 

0 -

of E , then D, D and 8D denote the interior, closure and boundary of 
n 

D, in that order. We shall say that a collection [D 1, D2 , · · ·, Dm} of 

subsets of a domain D in En (n:?:2) is a partition of D, provided that 

m 
D.nD.=¢(i:tj;i,j=I, .. .,m) and UD.=D. 

1 J j=l J 
(I. 1) 

By a partition of an interval (t 1, t 2 ), on the other hand, we mean a 

finite set of real numbers ( T , T
1

, · · ·, T }, such that 
o m 

t 1 =To< T 1 < ... < Tm =tz . (I. 2) 

1 
The conventional notation for the Cartesian product of two sets is 
used throughout this paper. 
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As to smoothness classes of functions, if D is a subset of E , 
n 

then C(D) denotes the collection of all tensor-valued functions that are 

continuous on D. Furthermore, if mis a positive integer, then a 

tensor-va lued function is said to be in Cm(D) if it is in C(D) and all of 

its partial derivatives of order up to and including m exist on the 

interior of D and coincide there with functions continuous on D. As is 

00 
customary, we shall use the symbol C (D) for the class of functions 

that belong to Cm(D) for every positive integer m . 

If R is a region in E, T an interval, and cp a scalar field defined 

on RXT with values cp(x,t) for each (x,t)ERxT, we let cp(. ,t) for each - . -
tE T stand for the function on R obtained by holding t fixed, cp (x, . ) for ,..., 

every :SER being defined analogously. As for the derivatives of any 

scalar function cp defined on a subset D of E 4 , we write 

·~ cp =at 

2 
··~ cp = 2 on D , 

at 

cp ij·. ·k =ax ... ax.ax. 
·~ k J 1 

on D {m= 1, 2, · · · ) , 

mindices 

( 1. 3) 

when the indicated partial differentiations are meaningful. In addition, 

if~ is a vector field on D cE4 , the symbol '\7~ represents the second

order tensor field with the Cartesian components u .. , while ti denotes 
l,J 

the vector field with the components '\. We adopt the latter convention 

for tensor fields of all orders. 

By a regular region, we mean a bounded domain in E, the 

boundary of which is the union of a finite collection of disjoint 11 closed 
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regular surfaces" , the latter term being used in the sense of 

Kellogg [ 1 1 J (p . 112 ). The boundary of a regular region may have 

corners a n d edges. Moreover, as defined here, a regular region 

need not be simply connected 
1 

If R is a regular region, then the 

regular part of oR, hereafter denoted by ~R, is the set of all points 

of oR at which a normal is defined. We recall that if R is a regular 

region and 

£E c1 
(R)nc(R) 

is a vector field whose divergence 'iJ • f is integrable on R, then the -
divergence theorem applies

2 
to£ on R; thus, 

J'il. f dV = Jn· f dA, - -- ( 1. 4) 

R oR 

where n is the unit outward normal of oR. - ' 

We conclude this section by citing certain pertinent classic al 

results from the linearized dynamical theory of elasticity. For this 

3 
purpose we adopt 

Definition 1.1. (State; regular elastodynamic state). Let R be a 

bounded domain in E, (0, t ) a time-interval and DCR x[O,t ]. Then, 
0 0 

if u is a vector-valued and a a second-order tensor-valued function on 

D, the ordered pair S = [!:,,£]is called a state on D with the displace

ment field u and the stress field cr. -
1
Kellogg' s regular region, in addition to being closed, has a boundary 
which is a single " closed regular surface " . 

2 This version of the divergence theorem follows easily from the 
broadest form proved by Kellogg [11 J (p. 119). 

3 cf., Whee ler and Sternberg, [12 J. 
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Suppose next that£ is a vector field on D, while p and .£ ~· 

respectively, a scalar and fourth-order tensor field on R. Then, 

S = [u, al is said to be a regular elastodynamic state on D, corre-- - . ~ 

sponding to the body-force field f, the mass-density field p and the -
elasticity field ~; provided: 

(i) f E C(D) - p E C(R) , p>O ~ R 

c ijkt = c j ik£ = ck£ij 

and c invertible 1 on R. 

0 

(iii) a .. = c. "knuk n in D lJ lJ .( ,.i -

0 

a .. . + f. = pu. in D 
lJ,J 1 1 -

on R 

c E C(R) with -

For the collection of all such states, we write 

e(£, p, £, ;D) . 

( 1. 5) 

( 1. 6) 

( 1. 7) 

Equations (1. 6) are the stress-displacement relations, and 

(1. 7) are the stress equations of motion. In view of (1. 6), the regu-

larity assumptions (ii), although mutually consistent, are partly 

redundant. Equations (1. 5) and (1. 6), because of the assumed conti-

nuity of a on D, assure the symmetry of a on D. - -
We define equality and addition of states, as well as the 

multiplication of a state by a scalar, in the obvious manner. Further-

more, if R is a regular region, S = [u, a] a state on Rx [ 0, t ], and 
. - - 0 

1
we say that c is invertible on R if for each xE R the determinant of 
the six-by-sf'x coefficient matrix associatedwith the set of linear 
algebraic equations 

is non-zero. 
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n the unit outward normal of oR, then the traction vector s of S on oR ,...., 

is characterized by 

* s. = cr .. n. on oRx [O, t J . 
1 lJ J 0 

The traction problem for regular elastodynamic states (classi-

cal traction problem) can now be phrased economically, as follows. 

Given a regular region R and a time-interval (0, t ), find 
0 

S=[u,cr]Ee(f,p,c;Rx[O,t ]) 
""' ,...,, ~ ,...,, O · 

for the data f, p, c and subject to the initial conditions ,..., ,..., 

u(-,O)=u ,..., ,..., 

and the boundary condition 

,,, 
'•' 

s = s on 

• 0 

u(. , 0) = v ,.., ,...., 

* 8Rx[O,t
0

] 

0 0 * where u, v and s are prescribed functions. ,..., 

on R ( 1. 9) 

(1. 10) 

A convenient version of the energy identity of linear elasto-

dynamics is contained in 

Theorem 1.1 . (Classical energy identity). Let R be a regular region 

and 

t t 

J J !.;idVdT+J J !·idAdT = E(t)-E(O) for everytE[O,t
0
], (1.11) 

0 R 0 oR 

where 

1 ~:c 
Recall that oR is the regular part qf oR. 
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E(t)=} J o(~)~2 (~,t)dV+ ~ J £,{~,t).v~(~,t)dV for every tE [O,t
0
]. (1. 12) 

R R 

Observe that if ti and vu coincide on R x(O, t ) with functions 
0 

continuous on RX [O,t ], one recovers from ( 1. 11) the more convene · 

tional energy identity 

J ,f(~, t)· £(~,t)dV+ J .~,(~, t)·~(~, t)dA=E(t) for every tE [O, t
0
]. (I. 13) 

R 8R 

Since the argument traditionally used to deduce (I. 13) cannot be 

applied to confirm (1. 11) for elastodynamic fields of the re_gularity 

postulated here, we prove Theorem 1.1 instead by means of a modifi-

cation of the method used by Wheeler and Sternberg [12] to establish 

a generalized energy identity of a different kind 
1 

Proof of Theorem 1. 1 . Choose tE(O, t
0

), 1_ E( 0, t) and define a vector 

field £.on R through 

t 

p. (x)=J cr .. (x, T)u. (x, T)d T for every x ER . J ~ lJ ,.., 1 ,.., (A) 

tl 

The hypotheses, Definition 1.1 and Equation (A) imply 

(B) 

Next, compute the divergence of p and make use of (I. 7), 

(I. 6) and (1. 5) to arrive at 

1see also the extension to anisotropic elasticity by Wheeler [13]. The 
assumption that the second derivatives of the displacements possess 
limits as t-0, although adopted in [121 and [13], is omitted here. 
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t t 

V·r5~.9=-J£(~,T)-~(~,,.)dT+J~,.e(~,,.)d,- for all xER' (C) 

tl tl 

where 

From (C ) follows 

t 

V· £,(~)=-J l,('1£, T) · i(~, T)d T+e(~,t)-e(:5, t1) 

tl 

(D) 

for all x ER. ,.., (E) 

Since from (D), (E) and Definition 1.1 V·P is continuous on R, (B) and 

the hypothesis on R permit us to apply the divergence theorem to p on 

R. Doing so, taking (A), (E) into account and interchanging the order 

of integration, one obtains 

t t 

I I!: ~dVd T+ I J ~-~dAd T=E(t)-E(tl) , (F) 

t
1 

R t 1 oR 

E(t) being the total energy at the time t (see (1.12)). 

Finally, letting t
1 

-+O in (F) yields (1.11) because of the 

arbitrariness oft and the regularity assumptions (ii) in Definition 1.1 . 

The proof is now complete. 

The uniqueness of the solution to the classical traction problem, 

which was first proved by Neumann [I J with the aid of the classical 

energy identity, is asserted in 

Theorem 1. 2. (Neumann's classical uniqueness theorem). Let R be a 

regular region, and suppose: 
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(O.) S'= [u',a']Ee(f,p,c ;Rx[O,t ]) , 
~ ~ ~ ,...; 0 

S 0 = [u 0 ,a0 ]Ee(£,p,c ;Rx[O,t ]) . 
,,..,,, /fl>.,J ,....; ,._, 0 

I H 
(~) u (·,O)=U (.,0) ,.., _, 

I H 
s = s _, _, 

Assume further that 

~' ( · , 0) = ~" ( · , 0 ) on R 

>!< 
on 8Rx[O,t J 

0 

(Y) c is positive semi-definite on R; i. e., suppose 

c. ·kn (x)Y .. Ykn ~ 0 for every ~ER 
lJ .l'. ,.., lJ .l'. 

and for every symmetric two-tensor 2'.,. Then, 

I H - [ J S = S on Rx 0,t 
- 0 

Brun [8 J has shown that the conclusion in Theorem 1.2 remains 

valid even if hypothesis (Y) is removed 
1

. 

1 See also Knops and Payne [6 ], [7] (Section 8. 3) and Gurtin [3] 
(Section 63 ). 
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2. Uniqueness of solution to the traction problem for piecewise 
regular elastodynamic states. 

In this section the statement of the traction problem of 

classical elastodynamics is generalized to encompass states that have 

continuous displacement fields but possess stress fields suffering 

finite jump discontinuities. Singular states of this type are shown to 

obey an analogue of the classical energy identity {Theorem 1.1), which 

is subsequently used to establish a corresponding extension of the 

classical uniqueness theorem {Theorem 1.2). 

With a view toward formulating the traction problem in the 

presence of finite stress-discontinuities, we introduce the notion of 

a " smooth family of regions " . This concept affords a convenient 

description of wave fronts, since the boundaries of the regions consti-

tuting such a family represent a surface deforming smoothly in time. 

Definition 2.1. (Smooth and piecewise smooth families of regions). 

Let Rt (t
1 
~t ~t2 ) be a one-parameter family of integrable subsets of E, 

0 

each Rt (t
1 
<t <t2 ) being a regular region. Suppose also that there 

exists at E (t
1
,t

2
) and a vector-valued function 2E C

2
(RtX[t

1
,t

2
]) such 

that the following conditions are met: 

(i) For each tin the closed interval [t 1,t
2
J, the function p_(·,t) 

maps Rt onto Rt; i. e. , fol.I every ~ ER.t there exists a x, ERt satisfying 

(ii) For each tin the open interval (t 1,t2 ), the mapping p_(·,t) is 

one-to-one and has a positive Jacobian determinant on Rt, so that 
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Then, Rt (t 1 St st2 ) is said to be a smooth family of regions. 

In addition, a one-parameter family Rt (t 1 St st2 ) of subsets of 

E will be called a piecewise smooth family of regions if there exists a 

partition
1 ('r

0
,-r1, ... ,-rm} of(t 1,t2 ) suchthatRt(Tk-lStSTk) (k=l, ... ,m) 

is a smooth family of regions. 

Note that if Rt (t 1 St st2 ) is a smooth family of regions, Rt and 
1 

Rt , although images of a regular region under the smooth mapping 
2 

:£(.,t), need not themselves be regular regions, since ~(.,t 1 ) and :£{-,t
2

) 
0 0 

are not necessarily one-to-one. Indeed, Rt and Rt may even be 
1 2 

empty as exemplified by the two smooth families of regions 

where c is a positive constant. 
0 1 0 2 

Here, Rt and Rt are both void when 

t = 1 /c. The family of sets Rt (OSt S2 /c) given by 

Rt=R: for every tE[O,l/c], Rt=R; for every tE(l/c, 2/c] (2.2) 

constitutes a piecewise smooth family of regions, representing a family 

of collapsing and subsequently expanding rectangular parallelepipeds. 

Let Rt (t 1 st st2 ) be either a smooth or a piecewise smooth 

family of regions. We shall say that Rt (t 1 St st
2

) sweeps out the open 

set D in E 4 given by 

D= [(~t) l~ERt , tE(tl,t2)} . 

Similarly, we call the surface W in E 4 defined through 

W= [(~t)l~E8Rt, tE(t 1,t2 )} 

1 See (1.2). 
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the surface swept out by Rt (t 1 ~t ~t2 ). 

Further, if Rt (t
1 
~t ~t2 ) is a smooth family of regions, we use 

£_(. , t) to denote the unit outward normal of 8 Rt and let 

*= ((~t) j~E~Rt , tE(t 1,t2 )}, (2. 3) 

(2.4) 

* so that Wis the regular part of the surface W swept out by Rt (t
1 
~t~t2 ), 

and x.(.,t), for every tE(t
1
,t

2
) is the normal component of the velocity 

of propagation of the surface 8Rt. Next, we introduce the speed of 

propagation c of the family Rt (t 1 ~ t ~ t 2 ) through 

* c = Ix. I on W 

and the direction of propagation ~of this family by means of 

~= sgn(X.)n on N N= ((x,t)EW!x.(x,t):iO}, 
""""' """"' """"' ,....., 

(2. 5) 

(2 .6) 

where sgn(·) is the signum function. Accordingly, c(~t) is the speed 

at which a point ·~ on the surface 8Rt is moving in the direction of 
,. 

propagation ;.:_(~, t) at the time t. For a piecewise smooth family of 

regions Rt (t 1 ~t ~t2 ), we use~ x., c, and E in the sense indicated above, 

* bearing in mind that the regular part W of W is now 

(2. 3 I) 

where ( T 
0

, T 1 , · · ·, Tm} is the partition referred to in Definition 2. 1 . 

The stress-discontinuities considered here will be assumed to 

occur across surfaces in E 4 which are swept out by piecewise smooth 

families of regions. Since in many cases of interest there are several 

surfaces across which the stress field jumps, we introduce next 
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Definition 2. 2. (Regular partition of RX(O,t )). Let R be a domain in E 
0 --

and ma positive integer. Then, a partition
1 

(Dl'D2, · · · ,Dm} of RX{ O,t
0

) 

is said to be a regular partition of RX(O,t ), provided for each k (l~k~m) 
- 0 -

there exists a piecewise smooth family of regions R; (O~t~t0 ) such that: 

(i ) Dk is the open set in E4 swept out by Rf (O~t~t0 ) . 
.. ,.. ,,,,. 

(ii) If (~t)EWkn(Rx(O,t0 )), Wk being the regular part of the 

k surface Wk swept out by Rt {O::;;t::;;t
0

), then 

k 
){. (~ t):iO , 

where ){.k is the normal component of the velocity of propagation of 

clR; (O::;;t ::;; t
0

) as defined in (2. 4). 

Observe that if D
1 

is the open set in E 4 swept out by the 

piecewise smooth family of regions defined in (2. 2 ), (2. 1) and 

R = (xEE lo<x.<l} 
,.,., 1 

then (D
1

,D
2

} is a regular partition of RX{0,2/c) . 

Condition (ii) is included in Definition 2.2, since we shall only 

by concerned here with propagating stress-discontinuities
2 

Note also 

that a re gular partition of RX(O, t ) defines, for each tE [O, t ], a 
0 0 

partition of R. 

Definition 2. 3. (Piecewise continuous function of position and time, 

jumps). Let R be a domain in E. A scalar function f is said to be 

piecewise continuous £E:. RX[O,t
0
], provided there exists a regular 

partition (n 1,n2 ,. · ·,Dm} of Rx(O,t
0

) such that for every k(l::;;k ::;;m), 

1
See Equation ( 1. 1) and the discussion preceeding it. 

2
In fact, one can show that the traction vector, as well as the par tic le 
velocity, must be continuous across a stationary surface of stress
discontinuity (see, for example, Keller [14]). 
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f is continuous on DI} and coincides there with a function continuous on 

Dk. 

Further, letting Wk, for each k ( 1 ~k:;;;m), be the regular part 

of the surface Wk swept out by the family R~ (O:;;;t:;;;t
0

) appropriate to 

+ m ~:' 
Dk' we introduce the functions (f) , (f)- and [f] ~ U Wkn(R x (O,t

0
)) 

k=l 
by means of 

(2. 7) 

- ( ,..k k ) (f) (x,t)=limfx+hn (x,t),t-hc (x,t), 
,...., h-...0+ ....., ,...., ,..., ....., 

+ -[f](x,t)=(f) (x,t)-(f) (x,t) ,.., ,.., ,.., 

Here, n.k and ck are the direction and the speed of propagation of the --- ,...., --
family R~ (O:;;;t~t0 ). The function [f] ~ ~kn(RX(O,t0 )) is called the 

jump inf across wkn(RX(O,t
0

)), and if [£]does not vanish identically 

there, wkn(Rx(O,t
0

)) is called a surface of discontinuity for f. 

Adopting analogous definitions for tensor fields of all orders, 

we are now in a position to formulate the traction problem for elasto-

dynamic states with piecewise continuous stress fields. We require 

of these singular states that they satisfy the classical jump conditions, 

which are customarily derived from the balance of momentum postu-

1 
late . To arrive at a succinct statement of the singular boundary -

1
see, for examele, Truesdell and Toupin [2 J (Section 205). It is 
assumed in [2 J that the discontinuities occur across surfaces in E 
belonging to a smooth one-parameter family of smooth surfaces. We 
shall therefore require that the jump conditions hold on the regular 
parts of the surfaces carrying the discontinuities in stress. 
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initial value problem to be considered, we introduce 

Definition 2.4. (Piecewise regular elastodynamic state). Let R, 

(O,t
0

), p and£ be as in Definition 1.1 and£ a vector field on RX[O,t
0 

]. 

We say that S = [!:: ,_s] is a piecewise regular elastodynamic state on 

RX [O, t
0 

], corresponding to the body-force field£. the mass-density 

field p and the elasticity field ~· provided: 

(i) fEC(RX[O,t ]) ; uEC(RX[O,t ]) . 
,.., 0 ,.., 0 

(ii) There exists a regular partition [D
1
,D2 ,. · ·,D J of Rx(O,t ) 

m - o 

such that for each k ( 1 ~ k~m) 

and S coincides on Dk with a state Sk= [{, _i<-J that is defined on Dk 

and satisfies 

kE 2(D ) :-_kE,..l(Dk) )t, ck'.':. v 

(iii) If Wk, for ~very k ( 1 ~k~m), is the surface swept out by the 

family R; (O~t~t0 ) appropriate to Dk, then Wkn(Rx(O,t
0

)) (k=l, ... ,m) 

are surfaces of discontinuity for £• and 

n~[cr .. ]=-pck[u.J ~ .f/r.kn(RX(O,t
0

)) (k=l, ... ,m), 
J lJ l 

(2. 8) 

where f:,k and ck are the direction and the speed of propagation of the 

family R~ (O~t~t0 ). 

The surfaces wkn(RX(O,t
0

)) (k=l, .. .,m) will henceforth be called 

1 
the singular surfaces of S. Also, we denote by 

1
Note that since each singular surface of Sis a segment of the 
boundary of an element of a partition of RX{ 0, t ), the singular sur-
faces of S cannot be pairwise disjoint. 0 
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e (f ,p,c; Rx[O,t ]) p...., ,..., 0 

the collection of all piecewise regular elastodynamic states on 

RX[O,t
0

] corresponding to£, p and~; 

Observe that if 

S=[u,cr]Ee (f,p,c;Rx[O,t 1), ,..,.,, ,....., p ~ ""' 0 

a is defined merely on RX[O,t
0

]-A, where 

m 
A= u wkn(RX(O,t )) . 

k=l 
0 

(2. 9) 

Thus, if R is a regular region, the traction vector s of S on 8R is ,..., 

given by 

* -s.=n.a .. on 8Rx[O,t ]-A. 
1 J lJ 0 

(2. 10) 

We remark further that the jump conditions (2. 8) in Defini-

tion 2 .4 may be replaced by 

k 1 ... k ... k 
a .. =-c .. n n 

lJ p lpjq p q 

(2. 11) 

(2. 12) 

there being no sum on kin (2. 12). The equivalence of (2. 11) and (2. 8) 

1 
can be established by reversing the steps in the familiar argument for 

deducing (2.11) from (2. 8). From (2.11) it follows in particular that 

the propagation speeds ck (k= 1, · · · ,m) in Definition 2 .4 must be wave 

speeds for the material with the elasticity field c. ,..., 

The analogue of the classical traction problem in the present 

context is the traction problem for piecewise regular elastodynamic 

states, which may be stated as follows. Given a regular region R and 

1 
See, for example, Gurtin [3 J (Theorem 73. 2 ). 
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S=[u.a]Ee (f,p,c;RX[O,t ]) 
,..,.,.., p'"" '"" 0 

for the data f, p, c and subject to the initial conditions ,.., ,..., 

u(.,O)=u on R ,..., ......, 
• 0 - -
u(.,O)=v on R-A - -

and the boundary condition 

* s=s on ,..,,, ,...., 
>" 
aRx[O,t ]-A, 

0 

(2. 13) 

(2. 14) 

* where iL v and ~are prescribed functions and A is the union of all 

the singular surfaces of S (see (2. 9)). 

In preparation for a uniqueness theorem appropriate to the 

problem just formulated, we derive from Equations (2. 8) another set 

of jump relations which will play a crucial role in the proof of an 

energy identity for piecewise regular elastodynamic states. 

Theorem 2.1. (Energy balance across singular surfaces). If 

S=[u,a]Ee (f ,p,c ;Rx[O,t ]) , ,..., ,..., p l"'J ,..., 0 

d "k an n , --,..., ck and -0-k are as in Definition 2. 4, then 

k 
n~[cr .. u. ]+ c2 (p[u.u.J+[a .. u .. ])=0 

J lJ 1 J J lJ 1,J 
(k=l ... m) . ' . 

(2. 15) 

Proof: Fix k (l~k ~m) and put 

k * e=n~[cr .. u.]+~2 (p[u.u.J+[cr .. u .. ]) on W,kn(RX(O,t
0

)) 
J lJ 1 J J lJ 1, J 

(A) 

Next, t1.se (2. 7) repeatedly to see that the following relations hold on 

* wkn(Rx(o, t
0

) ): 
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[cr .. u.]=(u.)+[cr .. J+(cr .. )-[u J. 
lJ 1 1 lJ lJ i ' 

(B) 

[u.u.J=[ti.J[u.J+2(ti.)-[ti.J; 
J J J J J J 

(C) 

[ cr .. u .. ]= [cr .. J [u .. J +(u .. )- r CJ' •• J +(cr .. ) - [u .. 1 
lJ 1,J lJ 1,J 1,J - lJ lJ 1,J -

(D) 

But, according to a well-known theorem usually attributed to 

I 
Maxwell , 

n~[ti. ]=-ck[u .. ] on /Jr.kn(RX(O,t )) 
J 1 1,J 0 

(E) 

for any vector field,!! satisfying the regularity assumption in (ii) of 

Definition 2.4. Hence, by (B), (E) and the jump conditions (2.8), 

Substitution from (C), (D) and (F) into (A) results in 

2e • • - - [ k=[cr .. ][u .. ]-p[u.][u.]+(u .. ) [cr .. ]-(cr .. ) u .. ] 
c lJ 1,J J J 1,J lJ lJ 1,J 

* on Wkn(RX(O,t
0

)). 

(G) 

On the other hand, using (E) and then (2.8), we obtain 

. [. * [cr .. J[u .. ]=p[u.] u.] on w.kn(RX(O,t )) . 
lJ 1,J J J 0 

(H) 

Also, the symmetry-relations (1.5) for£,, the stress-displacement 

relations (I. 6) and the postulated smoothness of u and a allow us to ,..., ,..., 

conclude that 

(cr .. )-[u .. ]=(u .. )-[cr .. J on Wkn(RX(O,t )) . 
lJ l,J l,J lJ 0 

(I) 

Upon inserting (H) and (I) into (G) and using (A), we arrive at (2.15). 

The theorem is thus proved. 

I 
For a proof, see, for instance, Gurtin [3 J (Theorem 72. I) . 
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The four-dimensional divergence theorem for vector fields 

defined on subsets of E
4 

swept out by piecewise smooth families of 

regions is the burden of 

Lemma 2.1. Let Rt (t
1 
~t ~t2 ) be a piecewise smooth family of regions 

sweeping out DcE4 . Suppose also that£ and q are, respectively, a 

vector and scalar field on D satisfying 

t2 t2 

J J (V'·e+ci)dVdt = J J (;::i:-xq)dAdt+ J q(~.t2 )dV- J q(~,t 1 )dV, 
tl Rt tl 8Rt Rt2 Rtl (2. 16) 

where ~(·,t) and X(·,t), for every t (t 1 ~t ~t2 ), are the unit outward 

normal and the normal component of the velocity of propagation of 8Rt. 

Proof: Let [T
0

,T 1, ···,Tm} be the partition of (t 1,t2 ) accompanying 

Rt (t
1 
~t ~t2 ) in Definition 2.1. Next, fix k (l~k ~m) and let~ be the 

mapping function for the smooth family of regions Rt (Tk-l ~t ~ Tk). 

Then, according to Definition 2.1 and the smoothness hypothesis 

on £• we may conclude from the three-dimensional divergence theorem 

that 

J \7· £_(~, t)dV = J ~(~, t) · £_(~,t)dA for every tE( T k-l' T k) . (A) 

Rt 8Rt 

Moreover, setting 
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0 ( l1' i , co2 • co3 ) 
J(x,t) = a( . ) for every (~,t)ER~t x [Tk-l'Tk], (B) 

,...., xl ,x2,x3 
(~ 't) 

we have 

J 17·£(~,t)dV = J 17·£,(';£,(~,t),t)J(~,t)dV for each tE(Tk-l'Tk). (C) 

Rt Rt 

From (C), the smoothness of co asserted in Definition 2.1, and the ,...., 

assumed regularity of .e_, we see that both members of (A) can be 

integrated from Tk-l to Tk. Thus, 

,.k ,.k 

I I 17· e,dVdt= J I~· £,dAdt. (D) 

,. k-1 Rt ,.k-1 oRt 

Further, 

J q ( ~ , t ) d V = J q ( ';£,( ~ , t) , t) J ( ~ , t) d V for a 11 t E (,. k _ 1 , ,. k) , ( E) 

Rt Rt 

so that, taking advantage of the smoothness of q and se, and the familiar 

identity
1 

we infer 

1
cf., Truesdell and Toupin [2 J (Section 76). Observe that the 
required smoothness of cp- 1 follows from the inverse function 
theorem. See, for example, Buck [ 15] (p. 2 78 ). 

(F) 
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d I I . I a J. ~ -1 :t . dt q{~t)dV= q(~t)dV+ ax. Lq(~t) at {Sf'., (~t),t)JdV for all tE(Tk-l'Tk) 
J 

Rt Rt Rt 
{G) 

Next, apply the three-dimensional divergence theorem to the second 

integral on the right side of (G), to arrive at 

~ts q(~,t)dV= I q(~,t)dV+ I q(~,t)x(~,t)dA for all tE(Tk-l'Tk)' (H) 

Rt Rt 8Rt 

where xis given by (2. 4). It is an easy matter to justify the integra-

tion of both sides of (H) from Tk-l to Tk. We thus have, 

Tk Tk 

J J qdVdt+ J J xqdAdt = lim J q(?5,t)dV- lim J q(~,t)dV (I) 
t .... ,.- t .... ,.+ 

Tk-l Rt Tk-l 8Rt k Rt k-1 Rt 

Now (I) holds for every k (1:-::;:k :5:m). More over, as is easily 

verified, 

lim J q(~t)dV = J q(~, Tk)dV (k=O, 1,- · -,m). 
t .... Tk R R 

t Tk 

Thus, summing (D) and (I) over k (1 :-;:;:k :-;:;:m) and adding the resulting 

equations yields (2. 16). This completes the proof. 

Lenuna 2.1 coupled with Theorem 2.1 enables us to establish 

Theorem 2.2. (Energy identity for piecewise regular elastodynamic 

states). Let R be a regular region and 

S=[u,a] Ee (f,p,c;Rx[O,t 1). 
~~ p~ ~ o -

Then, for every tE[ 0,t ], one has 
- 0 
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t t 

s J,t~dVd'T"+J s ~;~dAd'l"=E(t)-E(O), (2. 1 7) 

0 R · 0 8R 

where 

E (t)= ~ I P(~)~2(~. t)dV +~I _s(~. t)· V'~(_~, t)dV (2 . 18) 

R R 

Proof: Let [D
1 

,D2 , ... ,Dm} be the regular partition of Rx(O,t
0

) appro

priate to Sin the sense of Definition 2.4 and fix k (1 :s=k :s=m). 

Next, define a vector field £on Dk by setting 

. 
p.=- a .. u. 

J lJ 1 

That this is possible is readily seen from (ii) of Definition 2.4. 

Similarly, define a scalar field q on Dk through 

l • • l . D EC1 (D ) q=-2 pu.u.+-2 a .. u .. in k'q k 1 1 lJ l,J 

(A) 

(B) 

An elementary computation involving a use of the stress equations of 

motion ( 1. 7), the stress-displacement relations ( 1.6) and the symmetry 

of c asserted in (1.5) yields 

p .. +q=f.u. in Dk . 
J ,J J J 

(C) 

By hypothesis and Definitions 2.4, 2.2, Dk is swept out by a 

piecewise smooth family of regions Rk (O:s= '!" :s=t ). Moreover, it 
'!" 0 

follows from Definition 2.1 that, for any fixed tE(O,t ), the one-
-- 0 

parameter family of sets Rk (O:s= 'T" :s=t) is also a piecewise smooth family 
'T" 

of regions. Thus, we conclude from Lemma 2.1 applied to p, q on the ,...., 
k 

region in E 4 swept out by R'T" (O:s= 'T" :s=t) that 
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t t 

J J fj (~, T)ii/~~· T)dVd T = J J ~~(~. T)pj (~ T) - xk(~ T)q(~ T))dvd T 

0 Rk 0 8Rk 
T T 

+ 2
1 J (p(x)u.(x,t)u.(~t) + cr .. (x,t)u .. (x,t))dv 

k ,...,, J ""' J lJ ,...,. 1, J ,...., 
Rt 

- 2
1 J (p(x)u.(x,O)ti.(x,O)+ cr .. (x,O)u .. (x,o))dv. (D) 

. k ,..., J ,...,, J rv lJ ""' 1,J ,..., 
Ro 

_,_ 
•r 

Observe that, according to (A) and (B), P, and q are defined on Wk - the 

regular part of the surface Wk swept out by R~ (O~ T ~t) - through their 
~ ~ 

limits as Wk is approached from within Dk. Also, if Wkn (8Rx[O,t
0

]) 

is not empty, 

where ,n is the normal of 8R. Thus, the integrand of the boundary inte-

gral in (D) is given by 

k k • 
n. p.-x q= -n.cr .. u. 

J J . J lJ 1 
(E) 

* provided wkn(8Rx[O,t
0

]) is non-void, and 

k . 
k k + k( • )+ x { ( •• )+ ( )+} 

nj pj-x q=ek=-nj crijui - 2 p ujuj + crijui,j * on Wkn(RX(O, t
0

)), (F) 

or 

k 
k k - k .-x{··- -} n. p.-x q=ek=:-n. (cr .. u.) -....,,.... p(u.u.) +(cr .. u .. ) 
J J J lJ 1 c. J J lJ 1, J 

on 

according as xk is positive or negative. On the other hand, from 

Theorem 2.1 in conjunction with (2. 5), (2. 6) and (2. 7), we see that e~ 

* and e~ coincide on Wkn(Rx(O,t
0

)). Hence, in view of (E), (F) and (G), 
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we may rewrite (D) in the form 

+ J 21 
(pu.u.+a .. u .. )dV- J 21 

(pu.u.+a .. u .. )dV, (H) 
k J J lJ 1,J k J J lJ 1,J 

Rt RO 

where the arguments of the integrands in (H) are the same as in (D), 

+ - * and ek is the common value of ek and ek on Wkn(RX(O,t
0

)). 

Finally, note that (H) is true for every k (l~k ~m). Moreover, 

0 1 oz om 
[R ,R , ... ,R }, for each 'T'E [0,t ], partitions R. Therefore, if we ,. ,. ,. 0 

sum (H) over k(l~k~m), the boundary integrals from the right side 

cancel, and we reach the desired result (2.17). 

Just as the classical energy identity (1.11) leads to Neumann's 

uniqueness theorem (Theorem 1.2), so (2.17) gives rise to 

Theorem 2.3. (Uniqueness of solution to the traction problem for 

piecewise regular elastodynamic states). Let R be a regular region 

and 

I I I - [ J (a) s = [u ,a] Ee (f ,p,c ;Rx O,t ) , 
"',..., P"' ,...., o 

S"= ru",a"]Ee (f,p,c;Rx[O,t ]) , -,..,, ,...., p ,..., ,..,, 0 

with respective singular surfaces 

w;n(Rx(O,tJ) (k=l, .. ·,m") . 

Suppose also that S=[~£]. defined by 

u=u'-u" on Rx(O,t ] 
....,,...., ,..., - 0 a=a' -a" on Rx[O,t ]-A 

....,,..,,,..., - 0 
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where 

satisfies: 

. (f3) sEe (O,p,c ;RX[O,t ]) 
P"' ,.,, o 

(Y) u(.,0)=0 on R - ,.., - U.(.,0)=0 on R-A, 
"' ,.., -

* -s=O on 8Rx[O,t ]-A. 
,..., ,..,- 0 

In addition, as surne 

(5) ~is positive semi-definite on R, so that 

c. "k£ (x)y .. Yk£~0 for all xER lJ ,..., lJ - --,..., 

and for every symmetric two-tensor y. Then, ,...., 

I H - [ u = u on RX 0, t ] 
,..., ,...., - 0 

a'= an on Rx [0,t ]-A 
,..., ,.., - 0 

The purpose of As surnption (f3) in the statement of Theorem 2. 3 

is to insure that the subsets of RX(O,t ), on which the difference-state 
0 

s is smooth, constitute a regular partition of Rx(O, t
0

). This fact, in 

turn, perm.its an application of the energy identity (2. 1 7) to S. Note 

that (f3) is implied by Hypothesis (a) if the partitions appropriate to s' 
II 

and S coincide, so that in this instance (f3) may be omitted. 

Proof of Theorem. 2.3: From (f3), (y) and the energy identity (2.17) 

applied to S, one draws 

J P(:9~2 (z,t)dV+ J Z(~,t)·\7~(;:,t)dV=O for all tE[O,t
0
]. (A) 

R R 
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But according to Assumption (Ei) and the stress-displacement 

relations (1.6), the second integral in (A) is non-negative. Therefore, 

(A) impli e s 

J p(_z)~2 (25,t)dV=O for all tE[O,t
0

] , 

R 

(B) 

which, in view of the piecewise continuity of£ and the positivity of p, 

gives 

(C) 

Because of the continuity of u on Rx[O,t ] and the first initial condition 
,..., 0 

in (Y), the identity (C) yields 

on Rx[O,t ] . 
0 

(D) 

Finally, (D), together with the stress-displacement relations 

(1.6), implies 

cr=O on ,...,, ,..., Rx[O,t ]-A 
0 

The proof is now complete. 

As will become apparent at the end of the next section, the 

conclusion in Theorem 2.3 remains valid even if the somewhat artifi-

cial Assumption (13) is deleted, provided the region R is restricted in 

a slightly different manner. Indeed , this result will emerge as a 

special case of a more inclusive uniqueness theorem given in Section 3, 

where we consider the traction problem for states that may be consid-

erably more singular than those treated here. Lastly, we observe 

that there is no difficulty in using the energy identity (2 .1 7) to establish 

a generalization of Theorem 2.3 to the corresponding mixed boundary-
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initial value problem, which contains the fir st and second problems 

as special cases. 
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3. Uniqueness of solution to the traction problem for weak 
elastodynamic states. 

Our present objective is to relax the previous regularity 

assumptions on solutions to the second boundary-initial value 

problem of elastodynamics and to deal with the broader uniqueness 

is sue thus arising. Following certain required preliminaries, we 

intr.oduce the notion of a "weak elastodynamic state" and subsequently 

formulate the traction problem for such a state. We then prove an 

appropriate uniqueness theorem by extending an argument used by 

Ladyzhenskaya [5 J in connection with the first boundary-initial value 

problem for a second-order hyperbolic equation in a single dependent 

variable. 

Throughout this section we use the symbol .s:
2 

(D) for the class 

1 of all tensor-valued functions that are (Lebesgue) square-summable 

on a bounded region D in E . Furthermore, suppose I is a time
n 

interval and S a regular surface element2 in E, so that for some 

choice of a Cartesian frame in E, S admits the representation 

where IT is a closed region in the (x
1 
,x2 )-plane. We say that a function 

is measurable on S XI if the corresponding composite function on IT XI 

has this property. We are thus in a position to speak of functions 

measurable on 8R XI whenever R is a regular region of space. 

1 As is customary, we call a measurable function summable if its 
Lebesgue integral is finite and square-summable if its square is 
summable. 

2 See Kellogg [Ill, p. 105. 
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If D is a bounded domain in E , we denote by Cn(D) the subclass 
n 

of cf (D) consisting of all vector fields the supports 
1 

of which are con-

tained in D. Consequently, a function se_Ee1(D) vanishes identically in 

a neighborhood of 8D. Next, suppose R is a bounded domain in E and 

£a vector field, summable on Rx [O, t 
0

]. If there exists a vector field 

~and a two-tensor field~· both summable on RX [O,t
0 

J, such that for 

"l -
every cp EC (Rx [O, t ]) 

"" 0 

t t 
0 0 

J J ~ipidVdt=-J J cpividVdt, (3. 1) 

OR OR 

t t 
0 0 

J I cp . . p.dVdt= -J f cp.w .. dVdt , 
1,J 1 1 lJ 

(3. 2) 

OR OR 

we say that£ possesses a generalized time-derivative~ and a general

ized gradient w on Rx[O,t ]. If v and v' are both generalized time-
- ,....,,, 0 "' ,..,,,, 

derivatives of £,on Rx [O, t
0 

], then (3. 1) implies 

t 
0 

J J se· (~-~')dvdt=o 
OR 

"l -for every S£E C (Rx[O,t
0
]), 

which in turn necessitates
2 

that v and v' coincide almost everywhere 
"" ~ 

on Rx[O,t
0 

]. Similarly, the generalized gradient of£_ is unique in the 

foregoing sense. Moreover, if ~EC 1(RX[O,t0 ]) is a vector field, it is 

1 
Following conventional usage, we call the closure of the set of all 
points at which a function does not vanish the support of the function. 

2 
This is the vectorial version of a well-known theorem in the theory of 
Lebesgue integration (cf., Theorem 5 in Section 71 of Smirnov [16 ]). 
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easily seen through an integration by parts and an appeal to the 

divergence theorem that the time-derivative q and the gradient \i'q are 
,..._, ,..._, 

also the generalized time-derivative and the generalized gradient of 

S: In the event that a vector field£, possesses a generalized time-
. 

derivative -x, and a generalized gradient~· we adopt the notation 8£_ 
. 

for~ 8p for wand write 8p., 8.p. for v., w .. , respectively. 
,..._, ,..,, 1 J 1 1 lJ 

If R again denotes a bounded domain in E, we write u,2
1 

(RX [O, t ]) 
. 0 

for the assembly of all vector-valued functions in i 2 (Rx[O,t
0

]) that 

have generalized time-derivatives and generalized gradients belonging 1 

to i
2 

(RX [O,t
0 

]). The function space lll~ (RX [0,t
0 

]) is a normed linear 

space with the norm 

(3. 3) 

To motivate the definition of a weak elastodynamic state about 

to be introduced, we show first that if R is a regular region and 

S=[£,cr]Ee(f,P,c;RX[O,t ]) 
,..,., f"'o.il ~ 0 

then, for every cpEC1(RX[O,t ]), 
- 0 

t t 
0 0 

J J( oc0.u. - cp .. cr .. + cp.f.)dVdt+J J q>.s.dAdt 
1 1 1, J lJ 1 1 1 1 

0 R 0 8R 

+ J o(x)(cp.(x,O)u.(x,0)- co.(x,t )u.(x,t ))dV=O 
,..._, 1- l"-' 1- 0 1"'0 

(3. 4) 

R 

1Thus, tll;(Rx[O,t 0 ]) is a "Sobolev space" of vector fields (see [41). 
An exposition of the theory of generalized derivatives and Sobolev 
spaces is also given, for example, in Smirnov [16]. 
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To prove this identity, let Sf:EC
1

(RX[O,t
0

]), [t
1
,t

2
]c(o,t

0
) and define a 

vector field p on R through ,..., 

tz 
p.(x)=-Jcp.(x,t)cr .. (x,t)dt for all xER 

J ,...., 1 ,..., lJ - ,..., 

tl 

Next, use the stress equations of motion (1. 7) to see that 

t2 

p .. (x) = J ( p (x)cP. (x, t )u. (x, t)-cp .. (x, t) er .. (x, t )+cp. (x, t )f. (x, t)) dt 
J,J,...., ,..., 1,...., 1 - 1,J ,..., lJ ,...., 1,...., 1,..., 

tl 

+cp.(x,t
1

)u.(x,t
1

)-cp.(x,t
2

)u.(x,t
2

) for every xER. 
1,..,, l""' lrv 1....,. "' 

Thus, 

£, EC
1 

(R)nC(R) 'il·PEC(R) . ,..., 

Applying the divergence theorem to £,on R and then letting t
1

, t
2 

tend 

to 0, t respectively, we obtain (3. 4). 
0 

Definition 3. 1. (Weak elastodynamic state). Let R, (0,t ), p and c 
-- 0 --,..., 

be as in Definition 1. 1 and let f, be a vector field, measurable on --- ,..., 

Rx[O,t
0

]. Then, S= [~£]is said to be a weak elastodynamic state.£!!. 

Rx [O, t J corresponding to the body-force field f, the mass -density field 
0 ,...., -

p and the elasticity field c, provided: ,..,, 

(ii) cr .. =c .. k
1
a
1

u. on Rx[O,t ] , 
lJ lJ k. - 0 

(3. 5) 

t 
0 

I J ( PcP· au. -cp . . er . . +cp. f. )dVdt= O 
1 1 1,J lJ 1 1 

Al -
for every sgEC (Rx[O,t

0 
]) • (3. 6) 

OR 
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For the collection of all such states, we write 

e (f,p,c:Rx[O,t ]) 
w.- ,..., 0 

Observe that if 

S=[u,cr]Ee (f,p,c;RX[O,t ]) , ,....,r.J w,...., ~ 0 

,ezE£2 (RX[O,t
0

]) because of (3.5) and the required regularity of~ and S· 

Further, the concept of a weak elastodynamic state is an extension of 

the notion of a regular elastodynarnic state. Indeed, if 

1 "l -then Definition 1.1 and the identity (3.4) with cp EC (Rx[O,t ]) imply 
,...., 0 

that 

sEe (f,p,c;RX[O,t ]) . w,..., ,..., 0 

Conversely, suppose 

S=[u,cr]H~ (f,p,c;Rx[O,t l), l"V"" w,....,,, rtW o-

such that 

uEC
2

(RX(O,t ))nC
1

(Rx[O,t ]) 
,..., 0 0 

crEC
1

(Rx(O,t ))nc(Rx[O,t ]) 
,...., 0 0 

Moreover, assume that the three functions a .. . -pu. are continuous on 
lJ ,J 1 

sEe(f', p,c; Rx[O,t ]) , (~!<) 
,..., - 0 

where 

1
When $£EC1 (Rx[O,t0 ]), Equation (3.4) is valid for any domain R in E. 
To see this, enclose 'R within a regular region R, extend ~ and s to 'R 
by letting them vanish on R-R, and apply the argument used earlier in 
connection with the proof of (3.4) to the extended vector field £on~ 
(see the discussion following (3.4)). 
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If 1£-£'1 2
dVdt=0. (*~<) 

OR 

To verify this claim, define f' on RX [O, t J through 
,...., 0 

f~=pii. -a .. . on Rx[O,t
0

] , 
1 1 lJ ,J 

so that (~:<) follows at once from Definition 3. 1 and the assumed regu-

larity of u and cr. Thus, 
~ ,...., 

sEe (f',p,c ;Rx[o,t ]) , 
w- ,...., 0 

whence (3.5) also holds with f replaced by f'. Therefore, 

t 
0 

,.., ~ 

J r~·(!'-.!)dVdt=O Al -
for every ~EC (Rx[O, t

0 
J) , 

OR 

from which (~:01<) follows. 

In preparation for a suitable generalization of the initial and 

boundary conditions (1.9), (l.10), we introduce three subclasses of 

1 -
tD

2
(Rx[O,t

0
] ) through 

)l, 

Definition 3.2. (The function classes &, ~. and :J). Let R be a bounded 

domain in E and (O,t ) a time-interval. Then, we write: 
-- 0 -

(i) nE&(RX[O,t ]), provided pEl.l:J
2
1

(Rx[O,t ]) and there exists a 
~ 0 ,...., 0 

sequence [£n} of vector fields such that 

n 1 -
p EC (Rx[O,t ]) (n=l,2, ... ) , 
,...., 0 

lim )jp-pnq = 
n-ooo ...., ,..,, RX(O, t ) 

0 
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(ii) nE~(Rx[O,t ]), if pEC
1

(RX[O,t ]) is a vector field and there 
"" 0 -,..., 0 

exists iS>O, possibly depending on £• such that 

n=Q. on R x(t - iS ,t J . 
,..,, · - - 0 0 

~< - 1 
(iii) p,E:J(Rx[O,t

0
] ), if .e,El1'2 (Rx[O,t

0
] ) and there exists a sequence 

f.e,n} of vector fields such that 

n A -

p, E:J(Rx[O,t
0

]) (n=l,2, ... ) lim lj p-pn ll = 0 
n-oo "" "' Rx(O,t ) 

0 

Thus, :J(RX[O,t
0 

1) is the closure in the 11'~-norm of the set of 

all vector fields belonging to c1 
(RX [O,t ] ). On the other hand, 

0 

* - 1 A-J(Rx[O,t0 ] ) is the closure in the 11'
2

-norm of the set J(R x [O,t
0 

] ) of all 

vector fields in c1 (RX [O, t
0 

]) that vanish identically on R near the time 

t . 
0 

1 * Since w
2 

is complete (cf., Smirnov [16 ], Section 112), ;J can be 

viewed alt ernatively as the completion in the 1.ci~ -norm of the class ~ 

(see Smirnov [16 ] , Section 85, for example), an analogous remark 

being in order for J. Notice also that 

,._ ~i:- - 1-
J(RX[O,t ])cJ(Rx[O,t ])C:J(Rx[O,t ])Cl.b2(RX[O,t ]) . 0 0 0 0 

For a wide class of bounded domains in E, J(Rx[O,t ]) is in 
0 

1 -fact all of l.b
2

(RX[O,t
0

]). The counterpart of this result for bounded 

domains in E was apparently fir st established by Friedrichs [ 1 7] 
n 

under certain restrictions as to the nature of the domain. Moreover, 

the foregoing result is known to hold for bounded, star-shaped domains 1 

in E . In what follows we prove the equivalence of J(R x [O, t ]) and 
n o 

1 -ltJ
2

(Rx[O,t
0 

] ) under the weaker assumption that R is merely locally 

1
See the theorem in Section 111 of Smirnov' s [ 161 book. 
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1 star-shaped i. e. , we suppose that for every xER there exists a ,..., 

neighborhood N(x) of x such that N(x)nR is star-shaped. Observe that ,...., ,...., ,...., 

a bounded, locally star-shaped domain is necessarily the union of a 

finite collection of star-shaped domains. 

Theorem 3.1. Let R be a bounded, locally star-shaped domain in E. 

Then, 

- 1-
;J(Rx[O,t ])=U,z(Rx[O,t ]) 

0 0 

Proof: It suffices to show that 

1- -
U,z(Rx[O,t ])c:;J(RX[O,t ]) 

0 0 
(A) 

For every ~ER, choose a neighborhood N(~ of~ such that N(~)nR is 

star-shaped. Since R is compact, there exists a finite point set 

1 2 m -
[x x · · · x } in R such that , , , ,...., ,...., ,...., 

m . k -
U N(x )::>R ,..., 

k=l 

Next, let 

let T be an open interval containing [O,t ], and set 
0 

1
This equivalence is established by Agmon [18] (p. 11) for (not neces
sarily bounded) domain~ that have the 11 segment property". 
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whence each Dk is star-shaped and 

m 
U Qk~R x[O, t J 

k=l 
0 

1 --' 
Suppose now that _e,EU:J

2 
(D). 

1-
Then £_EU:J

2 
(Dk) (k= 1, · ... ,m), and one 

has from the well-known result cited earlier (cf., Smirnov [16 ], 

Section 111) that .e,EJ(Dk) (k=l, · · · ,m). Thus, for each k, there exists 

a sequence f..e,~J of vector-valued functions such that 

Introduce a partition of unity [ tjl 
1

, w
2

, ... , tjlm} subordinate to 

[Q 
1
,o2 , · · · ,Qm J by requi:r;ing that 

m 

l $k(~,t)=l for every (x,t)ED 

k=l 

'\_CQk (k=l, ... ,m) , 

where ~is the support of \(tk. Further, let 

(k=l,· .. ,m; n=l,2, ... ) , (no sum on k) . 

From (C), (D) and (E) follows 

9,~E C1 
(D) (k-1 · · · m · n-1 2 · · ·) - , , ' - ' ' 

(C) 

(E) 

(F) 

1
For a proof of the existence of a partition of unity subordinate to a 
given covering, refer, for instance, to Bremermann [ 19 J 
(Section 3.6). Partitions of unity have frequently been used in similar 
contexts (e.g. , see Friedman [20 ], Chapter 10). 
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Thus, if 

m 

ft= I~ on D (n=l,2,· · ·) , 

k =l 

(F) reveals that 

n 1 -
£, EC (D) (n=l,2,· · ·) . 

Moreover, using (D), (G) and the triangle inequality, one has 

m 

i! P-e ll ~ \ IJ¢kp-qnk ll (n=1,2, .. ·) . 
,..., D L ,...,,..., D 

k=l 

But, from (D) and (E), 

ll¢kp-q~ll =1!¢k(p-pkn) Jj ' 
'""~D "'"' D 

k 

and since for any pair of tensors a and b of the same order, ,..., ,..., 

Thus, because of (I), 

M= max JMk 
l~k ~m 

Equations (C) and (K), together with (H), imply 

(G) 

(H) 

(I) 

(J) 

(K) 

1 Recall that the product rule applies to generalized differentiation of 
functions in 111

1 (cf., Smirnov [16 J, Section 109). 
2 
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p EJ(D) 

whence (A) holds, and the proof is complete . 

It can be shown (see, for instance, Smirnov [ 16 ], Sections 113 

and 110) that if p_EJ(Rx [ O,t
0

]), there exists ~EJ(Rx [ O,t0 ]), coincident 

with f almost everywhere
1

, such that for all tE[O,t
0 

J: 

t 

~<;::,t)=~(~,O)+ J S~(~,T)dT for almost all xER, 
0 

We therefore ascribe these properties to every element of J and, 

I through Theorem 3.1, to every member of 1.1'
2

, provided R is locally 

star-shaped. 

Motivated by the foregoing remark and by the identity (3.4), 

we formulate the traction problem for weak elastodynamic states as 

(3.7) 

follows. Given a regular, locally star-shaped region R, and a time-

interval (0,t
0

), find 

s=[u,cr]Ee (f,p,c;Rx[O,t ]) ,...., ,._ w l"'V ,...., 0 

corresponding to the data f, p, c and subject to the generalized boun-
r.1 "' 

dary and initial conditions 

t t 
0 0 

. J Jcpq:,.au.- cp .. cr .. +cp.f.)dVdt+Jp(x)cp.(x,o)v.(x)dV+J Jcp.rdAdt=O 
1 1 1,J lJ 1 1 - 1 ,...,, 1 ,,...., 1 1 

0 R R 0 8R (3 . 8) 

for every cpE~(Rx[O,t ] ), 
"' 0 

1
0bserve that if two functions belonging to u,1 coincide almost every
where, then (3.1) and (3.2) assure that they2Jiave the same generalized 
time-derivative and the same generalized gradient. 
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(3. 9) 

where u, v and ~ are prescribed vector-valued functions, square--,..., ,..., 

summable on R, R, and 8Rx[O,t ], respectively. 
0 

Equations (3.8), (3.9) constitute a generalization of (1.9), (1.10), 

the second of (1. 9) being incorporated with ( 1.10) in (3. 8). Indeed, if 
..,,. 

R is a regular region and u, v, s are vector fields obeying ,..., ,..., ,.., 

0 1 - - * ~EC (R) , :tEC(R) , ~EC(8Rx[O,t0 ]) , (*) 

while 

S=[u,cr]Ee(f,p,c;Rx[O,t ]) , ('l<*) 
,....,,, ,.-.,, """ "" 0 

then (3.8) and (3.9) are equivalent to (1.9) and (1.10). We show only 

that (3.8), (3.9) imply (1.9), (1.10), since the converse is clear from(*), 

(*':~), and (3.4). As a consequence of (*), (*'l<), (3.4), (3.8), and (3. 9), 

u(-,O)=u on R , (t) ,.., ,..., 

whereas for every cpE~(RX[O,t ]), 
,....,, 0 

t 
0 

Jp(x)q:i.(x,o/u.(x,O)-v.(x,O))dv+J Jcp.(s.-~.)dAdt=O . (:f:) 
....., 1,..., \1,.,, 1,..., 1 1 1 

R 08R 

Thus, appealing to the appropriate lemmas from the calculus of varia-

tions, one concludes from ( :f:) that 

ti(. , 0) =v on R ,..., ,..., * s = s on 8 Rx [ O, t l , o-

which, together with (t), yield (1. 9), (1.10). 

We turn now to a lemma which will be used in the proof of a 

subsequent uniqueness theorem associated with the traction problem 

for weak elastodynamic states. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let R be a bormded, locally star-shaped domain in E. 

!-
Suppose that pElli2 (Rx[O,t ]), t 1E[O,t ) and let _......._ ____ ,...., 0 0 

q (x, t) = ,...., ,...., 

.... 

t 

J £(~,r)dr for all (~,t)ERx[o,t 1 ] 
tl 

0 

(3. 10) 

Then, q E ~(Rx [O, t ]) and its generalized time-derivative and 
,.._ 0 

generalized gradient are given by 

t 

I a~(~. T)dT for all (~t)ERx[O,tl J 

~ 
ai(:& t)= 

Proof: Observe from (3.10) that there exists o>O such that 

q=O on Rx(t - o,t ] . 
,..., ,...., 0 0 

Suppose first, as will subsequently be confirmed, that 

l-
qElli2(Rx[O,t ]) . 
,...., 0 

We claim that (A), (B) and the hypotheses on R imply 

(3. 11) 

(3. 12)
1 

(A) 

(B) 

1For fixed tE[O,t 1 ), the integral~in (3.10), (3.12) need not exist for all 
~ER, but only for almost all ~ER. Strictly speaking, a complete 
definition of s_ and oq on Rx[O,t J requires that one adjoin to (3.10), 
(3.12) a specification of q and 8~ at points where the time-integrals of 
p and op, respectively, fail to exist; in particular, sand oq could be 
taken to be zero at these points. ,...., 
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-·-
q E ;J( Rx [ O, t ]) 
,..., 0 

(C) 

To see this, note that if R were star-shaped (rather than locally star -

shaped), (A) and (B) would be sufficient for (C), since the requisite 

sequence
1 

of vector fields in ~(Rx[O,t ]) tending to q in the norm of 
0 ,..., 

ll:l~ could b e constructed with the aid of the scheme employed by 

Smirnov [ 16 J (Section 111) in a similar context. The conclusion (C) 

for a merely locally star-shaped R may now be verified through an 

argument analogous to the one used in the proof of Theorem 3 . 1. 

It remains to be shown that (B ), (3. 11 ), and (3. 12) hold true . 

With this objective in mind, suppose c.p EC
1

(Rx[O,t ]). Then, (3 . 10) 
,..., 0 

yields 

to tl t 

I l q,.q.dVdt= J J(cP· (x,t)J p. (x, T)d-r)dVdt , 
.ill 1- 1,.... 

(D) 

O R 0 R t
1 

to tl t 

I I c.p • • q.dVdt=J Jfc.p . . (x,t)Jp.(x,,.)dT)dVdt 
l,J 1 ~ l,J row 1 ""' 

(E) 

0 R 0 R t 1 

But, according to the formula for integration by parts (cf., McShane 

and Botts [21 ], p. 191), 

tl t tl 

J (ci\ (:E,. t) I pi (:E,.,. )d,. )dt = - I c.pi <~ t)pi <:s. t)dt for almost all xER ,.,., (F) 

0 tl 0 

Integrating both members of (F) over R, interchanging the order of 

integration, and using (D), one arrives at 

1see (iii) of Definition 3.2. 
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to tl 

I Jqj.q.dVdt=- r Jcp.p.dVdt, 
1 1 ,I 1 1 

OR OR 

so that~ has a generalized time-derivative given by (3.11). 

The analogous procedure applied to (E) leads to 

to tl t 

I I cp . . q.dVdt = -J J ( p. (x, t) Jcp .. (x, ,-)d,-)dvdt . 
1,J 1 ~ 1 "' 1,J "' 

(G) 

0 R 0 R 0 

1 -We show next that since £_Elb2 (Rx[O,t
0

]), 

t t 

I rp. (~ t) I cp .. (x, T)d,-)dv = -Jfa .p. (x, t)Jcp. (x, ,-)d ,.) dV (H) ~ 1 .i 1,J "' \ J 1 ,...., 1 ,...,,. 

R 0 R 0 

for almost every tE[O,t ]. For this purpose, let the support of 
0 

gEC
1
([0,t ]) be contained in (0,t ). Then, the vector field~ defined 

0 0 ~ 

on R X [ 0, t J by 
0 

t 

! (~, t) = g (t) I ,SB(;:. T) d,. 

0 

for every (x, t)ERx[O, t J 
,...., 0 

... 1 -
is in C (Rx[O,t

0 
]). Taking cp in (3.2) to be ill, we infer 

"' ....., 

to t t 

I lg ( t) J (P. ( x, t) J cp. • ( x, ,. ) d,. + a . P. ( x, t) J cp. ( x, ,. ) d ,.) d v J d t = o , !.: 1 ,...,,. 1,J ,...,,. J 1 ,...,,. 1 ,...., 

0 R 0 0 

whence, g having been chosen arbitrarily, (H) follows. Now, integrate 

(H) over [ O,t
1
1 and use the resulting identity in (G) to obtain 

to tl t 

I Sep . • q.dVdt=J Jfa.p.(~,t) I cp.(~T)d,-)dvdt. 
1,J 1 \ J 1 ., 1 

(I) 

0 R 0 R 0 
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Interchanging the order of integration in the right-hand member of (I), 

carrying out the time-integration by parts, and then restoring the 

former order of integration results in 

to tl t 

I I cp . • q.dVdt=-J Jfcp.(x,t)Jo.p.(x,T)dT)dvdt 
1,J 1 \ 1 ,...., J 1 ,...., 

(J) 

0 R 0 R t
1 

Thus, ~has a generalized gradient given by (3.12). Finally, since£ 

and o.e_ belong to ~2 • so do~· a~ and o~, which in turn implies 1Elll~. 

This concludes the proof. 

We are now in a position to take up 

Theorem 3. 2. (Uniqueness of solution to the traction problem for 

weak elastodynamic states). Let R be a regular locally star-shaped 

region and suppose: 

(a) s' = [ u', cr'J E e ( f , p, c ; Rx [ o, t ] ) , 
,._rv W,....,,, """'ii 0 

S11 =[u 11 ,cr"]Ee (f,p,c;Rx[O,t ]) ""' ,...., w,..., ,...., . 0 

A -

(13) For every £eE3'(Rx[O,t
0
]), 

t t 
0 0 

I I ( PcP· au~ -co . . (J'~ .+cp.f. )dVdt+Jp(x)cp. (x,O)~. (x)dV +J I cp. ;.dAdt = 0 ' 
1 1 ' 1,J lJ 1 1 ,...., 1 ,...., 1 ,...., 1 1 

0 R R 0 oR 

t t 
0 0 

I. J( pr_O. Su'.' - cp .. a!'.+r.o. f. )dV dt + Jp(x)co. (x, 0 )v. (x)dV +J Jcp.;. dAdt = O , 
l 1 l, J lJ 1 1 ,...., 1 ,...., 1 ,...., 1 1 

0 R R 0 oR 

whereas, 
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~. _t and ~ being square-summable vector fields on R, Rand 8R x[O,t
0
], 

respectively. 

In a ddition, assume 

(y ) Sis positive semi-definite on R, so that 

c .. kn(x)y .. ykn~O for every xER 
lJ x ..... lJ x -- ,...., 

and for every symmetric two-tensor 'i· Then, almost everywhere, 

u'= u" (3. 13 ) 

Proof: Define a state S =[u, cr] through ,.,., ,..., 

U = U' -u II 
~,..., ,..., cr=cr'-cr" on Rxro,t l 

,-....; ~ ,-....; - 0 -
(A) 

Then, ac c ording to Hypotheses (a.), (f3) and Definition 3 .1, 

8=[u,cr]Ee (O,p,c;Rx[O,t l), ,...,_ w ,._,,. - o- (B) 

t 
0 

J J( pq,.8u.-co .. cr .. )dVdt=O for every c:p E~(Rx[O,t0 ]), (C) 
1 1 1,J lJ ,...., 

OR 

~i: -

We show first that (C) holds also for each c:pE:J(Rx[O,t l), 
,...., 0 . 

provided cP·, CO· • are replaced by o c:p., a .cp.; i. e. , 
1 1,J 1 J 1 

t 
0 

I J( pS cp. au. -a .cp. cr .. )dVdt= 0 
J 1 1 J 1 lJ 

OR 

* -for every cp E:J(Rx[O, t J) . 
,...., 0 

(D) 

(E) 
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.... 
Indeed, let coE~(Rx[O,t ]). Then (see (iii) of Definition 3.2), there 

,...., 0 

exists a sequence [c1F} of vector fields such that ,..., 

where D=R x(O, t ). Next, set 
0 

t 
0 

6 =I I( pBco. au. -8 .cp. (J •• )dVdt . 
' 1 1 J 1 lJ 

OR 

(G) 

Subtracting Equation (C), with cp chosen to be qfl, from (G), one has 

t 
0 

- ,...., 

D.=:.J J(pa\P:1au.-a.\P:1cr .. )dvdt (n=1,2, .. ·), 
1 1 J 1 lJ 

OR 

where \Pn is given by the last of (F). From (H) and the Schwarz 

inequality for ~2 -functions 1 , one draws 

(H) 

t lt 1 t lt 1 
0 -o - 0 -o -

ID.l~(J JP2 18~j2dvdt)
2

(J Jla!nl
2

dVdt)
2
+(J f1,~1 2 dvdt)

2

(J Jla!_nl
2

dVdt)
2 

OR OR OR OR 

for every n(n=l,2,- · · ). Hence, b.=0 by virtue of the second of (F) and 

(3. 3 ), so that (E) now follows from (G). 

Our next objective is to deduce2 the desired results from (E). 

To accomplish this, choose t 1 E[O,t
0

) and set 

1we define the inner product of two nth_order tensor-valued functions 
in ~2 (Rx[O,t 0 ]) to be the integral over Rx(O,t

0
) of their fully con

tracted outer product. 

2
The remainder of the proof is suggested by an argument due to 
Ladyzhenskaya [5] (p. 72). 
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for all (~,t) ERx[O,t 1 ] 

Then, according to Lemma 3.1, 

for all (~,t)ERx[O,t 1 ] 

for all (x,t)ERX(t
1
,t ] , 

,...., 0 

for all (~, t)ERx[O,t 1 J 

for all (x,t)ERx(t
1
,t J. 

,...., 0 

1 -Because of (K) and (L), and since uED,
2

(Rx[O,t ]) (cf., (B) and 
,..., 0 

(I) 

(J) 

(K) 

(L) 

Definition 3. 1 ), Sq and aq have square-integrable generalized time-

derivatives on R x[O, t 1 l, which are given by 

. . . . 
a(aq) =au ,..., a(a'.:!)=a~ on Rx[O,t 1 ] (M) 

Equation (J) entitles one to take SB in (E) to be q. Doing so, -. 
thereafter substituting for a from (3. 5) and for au, au from (M), one ,..., ,..., 

arrives at 

t1 

J J[paqi8(8qi)-cijki(a1 qk)ajqi]dvdt=o. 

OR 

(N) 

On the other hand, the symmetry-relations ( 1. 5) for :::_together with 

the product rule for generalized time-differentiation gives 
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From (N) and (P) follows 

tl 

J Ja(paqiaqi-cijk£ajqia1qk)dvdt=o 

OR 

(P) 

(Q) 

Now interchange the order of integration in (Q) and carry out the time

integration 1, bearing in mind that aq(·,O) and 8q(-,t
1

) vanish almost 
,..., ,..., 

everywhere on R in view of (K), (D) and (L). Consequently, 

I (p(x)Sq. (x, t 1 )aq. (x, t 1 )+c . . kn a .q. (x, O)onqk(x, o)) dV = O (S) 
,..., 1 ,.., 1 ,..., lJ ..t J 1 ,..., ..t ,..., 

R 

Equation (S) and Hypothesis (Y), along with (K), imply 

Jp(~)~2 (~t 1 )dV=0, 
R 

or, since pis positive and t 1 E[O,t
0

) was chosen arbitrarily, 

Jl~(;:;~,t)l 2dV=0 for every tE[0,t
0
). 

R 

Equations (T) and (A) yield the first of (3.13). 

(T) 

Finally, (A) and the first of (3.13), together with the formula 

for the generalized gradient of u (cf., (3.2)), assure that au vanishes 
Al ,..., 

almost everywhere on Rx[O,t ]. Therefore, by (3.5), er vanishes 
0 -

almost everywhere on Rx[O,t ], whence the second of (3.13) holds 
0 

true. This completes the proof. 

Among the types of singularities admissible in solutions to 

dynamical elasticity problems that are covered by Theorem. 3. 2 are, 

1 
Recall the last of (3. 7). 
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besides finite jump discontinuities in the stress field, square-integrable 

isolated stress-infinities, such as those arising in connection with the 

focusing of elastic waves. The formulation of the traction problem 

given here, however, precludes the possibility that the displacement 

field itself undergoes a finite discontinuity across some surface, since 

such a singularity cannot occur in a function belonging to 11,~ (see, for 

example, Smirnov [16 ], Section 110). It may be well to emphasize 

that an~ priori decision as to whether a problem with a particular set 

of data is covered by Theorem 3.2 would require an existence theorem 

appropriate to the traction problem for weak elastodynamic states. 

This existence issue is beyond the scope of the present investigation. 

Finally, we observe that the regularity hypotheses on p and c could ,...., 

easily be relaxed to accommodate discontinuities in material properties. 

We conclude this section with a specialization of Theorem 3.2 

to piecewise regular elastodynamic states. Toward this end, we 

introduce 

Lemma 3.2. Let R be a regular region and 

S = [ u, a] E e ( f , p, c ; Rx [ O, t ] ) ,..., ,.., p....., ....., 0 

SEe (f ,p,c ;Rx[O,t ]), w.,..., ,...., 0 

and, for every cpEJ(Rx[O,t ]), 
~~~~~- ....., 0 

t t 
0 0 

I J(p~.u.-c.o .. cr .. +cp.f.)dVdt+Jp(x)cp.(x,o){i.(x,O)dV+J Jco.s.dAdt=O, (3. 14) 
1 1 1, J lJ 1 1 ....., 1 ,...., 1 ,.., 1 1 

0 R R 0 oR 

~being the traction vector of S £E_ 8R. 
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Proof: Let fD 1, D2 , ... , Dm} be the regular partition of Rx(O,t
0

) 

appropriat e to S (see Definition 2.4). We verify first that 

£E.t2 (Rx[O,t
0 

]) 
1-

u E lb
2 

(Rx [ 0, t ] ) . 
,.... 0 (A) 

The first of (A) is immediate from (i) in Definition 2.4. As for the 

second of (A), 

x. -direction. 
J 

fix j(j=l,2,3) and let e. be the unit base vector in the 
""] 

"l -Choose cpEC (RX[O,t ]) and introduce a vector field p' 
"" 0 

and a scalar field q' through 

p'=(cp. u. )e. 
"" 1 1 rvJ 

I - [ q = cp. u. on RX 0, t J . 
1 1 0 

(B) 

From (B), Definition 2.4, and the assumed regularity of~ follows 

1-
q'EC (Dk) (k=l,· · ·,m). (C) 

Thus, we may apply Lemma 2.1 first with p=p', q=O and then with p=O, 
"" ,..., rv 

q=q'. Doing so and subsequently appealing to (B) and the fact that 

P.( · ,O), cp(·,t ) vanish on R, we arrive at 
· - "" 0 

t t 
0 0 

l J (cp. u.) .dVdt =J J n~cp. u.dAdt , 
" 1 1 ,J J 1 1 
0 Rk 0 8Rk 

t t 

(D) 

t t 
0 0 

J J ~t (cpiui)dVdt = -J J KkcpiuidAdt, 
0 Rk 0 8Rk 

t t 

(E) 

for each k (1 ~k ~m), where R~(O ~t ~t0 ) is the piecewise smooth family 

of regions that sweeps out Dk. Since cpiui is continuous on Rx[O,t
0

] 

and cp vanishes on 8RX[O,t
0 

l, summing (D) and (E) over k yields 1 

1
Recall that fD 1, D2 , · · ·, Dm 1 partitions R.x(O,t

0
). 



t 
0 

J J(cp. u.) .dVdt= 0 
1 1 ,J 

OR 
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• 

t 
0 

J J ~t (cpiui)dVdt=O , 

OR 

(F) 

which in turn implies that 'V'U and u are the generalized gradient and ,...., ,...., 

the generalized time-derivative of u on RX[O,t ]. Since, by 
,...., 0 

Definition 2.4, 'V'u and~ lie in i
2

(RX[O,t ]), the first of (A) follows. 
,...., ,...., 0 

We turn next to the proof of (3. 14). For this purpose, let 

k (l:5:k :5:m) be a fixed integer, choose cpEJ(Rx[O,t ]), and define a 
- 0 

vector field p and a scalar field q by means of 

p. = -cp. cr .• in Dk 
J 1 lJ 

. 
q = pep. u. in Dk 

1 1 

(G) 

A straightforward computation, involving (G) and the stress equations 

of motion ( 1. 7), leads to 

• • i • 

p .. +q=pco.u.-cp .. a .. +cp.f. m Dk. 
. J 'J 1 1 1, J lJ 1 1 

(H) 

Applying Lemma 2. l to £,• q on Dk and arguing as in the proof of 

Theorem 2.2-again using the jump conditions (2.8)-we deduce (3.14). 

But (3.14) implies (3.6). Moreover, (3.5) follows at once from 

( 1. 6) so that, because of (A), 

sEe (f,p,c;RX[O,t ]) 
w- ,...., 0 

The proof is now complete. 

It is worth noting that one can establish the following converse 

of Lemma 3.2. Suppose R is a regular region and 

S= [u. cr] Ee (f, p,c; Rx[O,t ]) , 
,...,,,,.....,, W"' ,....,,, O 

~ EC(R x[O, t
0 

]) f,E C(Rx[O,t
0 

]) 
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Assume in addition that there exists a regular partition [D
1
,D

2
,. · · ,Dm] 

o f R x(O,t
0

) such that, for each k(l~k ~ m), S coincides on Dk with a 

state Sk= [ ~t.Qk] that is defined on Dk and satisfies 

Then, 

SE e ( f , p, c ; R x [ 0, t 1) . p....., ....., o-

The result just mentioned provides an alternative derivation o f the 

classical jump relations (2.8). 

Theorem 3. 3. (Uniqueness of solution to the traction problem for 

piecewise regular elastodynamic states). Let R. be a regular, locally 

star-shaped region. Then the conclusion in Theorem 2.3 follows from 

Hypotheses (a), (y) and(&) alone; that is, in the absence of (13). 

Proof: Hypothesis (a) in Theorem 2.3, Lemma 3.2, and Definition 3 .1 

imply 

sEe (£,p,c;Rx[o,t ]). w ....., 0 

Moreover, Hypothesis (y) and Equation (3.14) applied to S yield 

t 
0 ,.. 

I J(pcr.ti.- cp .. a .. )dVdt=o 
1 1 1,J lJ 

for every cp E;j(R. X[O,t 1) , 
...., 0 -

0 R. 

u(·,0)=0 on R.. ....., ....., 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

Equations (A), (B) and (C), in conjunction with Theorem 3.2, necessita t e 

· that 

almost everywhere on R.x[O,t J 
0 

(D) 
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But u is continuous on R, and a is continuous on Rx[O,t ]-A, so that 
0 

u=O on R 

and the proof is complete. 

on Rx[O,t ]-A, 
0 

We have thus obtained a modified version of Theorem 2. 3 which 

is free from the artificial Assumption ((3), but which involves a slight 

change in the hypothesis on the underlying spatial domain R. The 

reason for the presence of ((3) in Theorem 2. 3 and its absence in 

Theorem 3.3 is that while the difference in two weak elastodynamic 

states is obviously itself such a state, the analogous claim for 

piecewise regular elastodynamic states cannot be taken for granted. 

In conclusion, we remark that a counterpart of Theorem 3. 2 

for the first problem with homogeneous boundary conditions can be 

established through a scheme very much like the one used here to cope 

1 
with the second problem If one then adds to Definition 3. 2 the require-

ment that the displacement field be continuous on R .X[O,t ], an analo
o 

gous uniqueness theorem for inhomogeneous surface data can also be 

obtained, provided the region R satisfies certain regularity conditions 

beyond those assumed in this investigation. Similarly, it is possible 

to generalize Theorem 3.2 to the mixed problem of classical 

elastodynamics
2 

1 
Ladyzhenskaya [5 J has treated the corresponding uniqueness issue 
for a single, second-order hyperbolic equation. 

2
see the paper by Dafermos [9 J on linear dynamical thermoelasticity 
in which the uniqueness of the "generalized" solution to a mixed 
boundary-initial value problem for homogeneous boundary data is 
proved. 
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